Hope on the Rez
I just finished reading “A Mission of Hope and Healing” (November/December 2009). As tears flowed down my face, joy spread through my heart. Nowhere in our country is neglect more widespread than on Native American reservations. What once were a proud people are now some of the poorest and most hopeless. It makes me prouder than ever to be a member of an organization that sees the need to help these people care for their animals and to educate them. I thank you from the bottom of my heart.

— KIM BUTLER, DOUGLASVILLE, GEORGIA

Don’t Fence Them In
I am deeply troubled by the barbaric practice you exposed to your readers of penning foxes and coyotes to be mauled by starving dogs (“No Escape,” November/December 2009). How can a civilized society permit such a cruel “competition”? Please focus your talents and energy on enacting/enforcing federal and state laws banning this heinous blood sport nationwide. Please keep your members advised of your efforts, and tell us how we can help.

— DIANE SEWARD, POTOMAC, MARYLAND
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